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Resilience in supply chains is as vital for firms as immune systems are for human beings.
Immune systems continuously monitor, anticipate and adapt to dynamic environments.
Similarly, resilience capabilities in supply chains (SC) enable recovery and adaptation
when the SC are exposed to and affected by changes in environmental and operational
factors (MacCarthy et al., 2016). One such significant and rapidly emerging change is
digitalization in firms and in society (Richey et al., 2016, Ivanov et al., 2019c; Panetto et al.,
2019). Supply chain resilience (SCR), as a capability, is both challenged and enhanced by
digitalization. Although the concept of resilience in supply chain management (SCM) is not
new (Pettit et al., 2010; Blackhurst et al., 2011; Brandon-Jones et al., 2014; Hohenstein et al.,
2015; Chowdhury and Quaddus, 2017; Hosseini et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020), ongoing
developments in digital technologies have been introduced fairly recently in the field of
SCR and have not yet been well explored (Papadopoulos et al., 2017; Dubey et al., 2021;
Ivanov et al., 2019a, b; Queiroz et al., 2019; Brintrup et al., 2020; Lohmer et al., 2020; Ralston
and Blackhurst, 2020).

Innovations in digital technologies influence the development of new paradigms,
principles and models in SCM in general, and SCR in particular. We consider digital
technology as a combination of Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data analytics,
artificial intelligence, advanced tracking and tracing technologies, wearables and additive
manufacturing (Baryannis et al., 2019; B€uy€uk€ozkan and G€oçer, 2018; Ben-Daya et al., 2019;
Ivanov et al., 2020; Frazzon et al., 2021). Accompanying such technological advances in
managing SCR are similar advances in organizational practice and culture, involving the
socio-technical aspects of new technology use. Moreover, the outbreak of coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) virus and the associated global pandemic showed that firms with an
extensive utilization of digital technologies could operate with more resilience due to
enhanced visibility and co-ordination (Ivanov, 2020a; Ivanov and Das, 2020; Queiroz
et al., 2020).

The interplay of SCR and digital technologies can be considered in light of three
dimensions.

Change in traditional SC designs
The first dimension is the change in traditional SC designs, and the resulting change in SCR
management. For example, additive manufacturing applications may result in redesigning
global SC production and sourcing strategy. Industry 4.0 enables individualization of
products and services that frequently requires SC re-design (Ivanov et al., 2016; Frank et al.,
2019). How resilient are those new structures? Can existing SCR management principles and
methods cope with new realities? How can digitalization be used to achieve SC “resileanness”,
i.e. a combination of resilient and lean? (Ivanov and Dolgui, 2019).
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SC visibility and digital twin
The second dimension is SC visibility. Big data analytics applications to SCM have been seen
in retail, procurement processes, manufacturing, omnichannel promotion actions, real-time
traffic operation monitoring and proactive safety management. Blockchain applications to
SCs are emerging (Min, 2019; Dolgui et al., 2020b). The central objective of data analytics is to
increase visibility, response time and efficiency in the SC (Lohmer et al., 2020; Yoon et al.,
2019). Similarly advances in sensor technology and IoT have enabled heightened awareness
and visibility in the SC. How can SC visibility be better utilized to increase SCR?
Organizations are exploring ways to utilize large volumes of data to both predict risks and
assess vulnerability (Choi et al., 2018) and improve the resilience of SC operations (Choi and
Lambert, 2017). Das et al. (2019) and Dubey et al. (2021) provide empirical insights on the
multiple interplays between digital data technologies and SCR. Ivanov and Dolgui (2020a)
present a framework of a digital SC twin to manage the SCR.

SC relationships and technology
The third dimension concerns the softer and equally important aspect of digitalization and
SCR – relationships and technology. Organizational innovations such as SC towers, dynamic
buyer–supplier relationships, technology investment reward sharing structures and human–
technology interface and co-management issues typify such issues. Dubey et al. (2021) note
that digital technologies may significantly influence agility, adaptability and alignment, and
their impact on performance of SCs. New principles and models are required to investigate
potential interactions between digitalization and SCR in this dimension.

The central research questions of this special issue are therefore as follows:

(1) the nature and drivers of potential inter-relationships between digitalization and SCR;

(2) the performance implications of digitalization for SCR;

(3) the impact of digitalization on SCR management principles and organizational and
operational practices;

(4) the nature of digitalization technology-based extensions associated with SCR in
factories of the future.

Industry 4.0, additive manufacturing and data analytics open new opportunities, but also
create new challenges for SCR. While the applications of digital technologies to SCM are
exemplarily spread out engineering and management journals, there is a paucity of research
that conceptualizes and generalizes new SCR concepts and practices that may be associated
with, and enabled by digitalization. For example, big data analytics may reduce supply and
demand risks through enhanced SC visibility and forecast accuracy, reduction in information
disruption risks and better quality of contingency plan activation. Advanced trace and
tracking systems may facilitate integrated SC planning and reduce supply and time risks
through real-time co-ordination in activating contingency policies. SCs are typically protected
against anticipated disruptions using means such as risk mitigation inventory, capacity
reservation and backup sources. Such remedies are expensive and difficult to justify especially
when disruptions do not happen for extended periods of time. Blockchain systems could help
reduce these inefficiencies, creating a record of activities and data needed for recovery in terms
of synchronized contingency plans. Similarly, additive manufacturing can reduce the need for
risk mitigation inventory and capacity reservations, including identifying and maintaining
backup contingent suppliers. The decentralized control principles in Industry 4.0 systems
make it possible to diversify risks and reduce the need for structural SC redundancy with the
help of manufacturing flexibility. SC visibility afforded by digitalization can accelerate
reaction and recovery times, with quicker deployment of proactive contingency plans.
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Another aspect of SCR is the ripple effect (Ivanov et al., 2014, 2019b; Kinra et al., 2020;
Dolgui et al., 2020a; Garvey and Carnovale, 2020; Li and Zobel, 2020). Big data analytics and
advanced trace and tracking systems in general, and blockchain technology in particular, can
help trace the roots of disruptions, observe disruption propagation (i.e. the ripple effect)
(Dolgui et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020) select short-term stabilization actions based on a clear
understanding of what capacities and inventories are available (emergency planning) to help
develop mid-term recovery policies, and enable examine and analyse the long-term
performance impact of disruption ripple effects. Additive manufacturing could simplify
and reduce the number of SC nodes and layers and thus mitigating disruption propagation in
the SC. These and related research concepts and relationships call for rigorous research
inquiry.

Despite initial efforts to gain new insights about the impact of digital technologies on SC
risks (Papadopoulos et al., 2017; Dolgui et al., 2018; Ivanov, 2018; Cavalcantea et al., 2019;
Dubey et al., 2021; Ivanov and Dolgui, 2020b), the understanding of the individual
contribution and the interplay of different digital technologies on specific SC and operations
resilience is not well understood. In addition, the usage of digital technologies in overarched
SCR perspectives such as viability is an understudied research area (Dolgui et al., 2020c;
Hosseini et al., 2020; Ivanov, 2020b; Ivanov and Dolgui, 2020c). The special issue intends to
advance the body of knowledge in this regard by soliciting relevant, well-designed and
rigorously executed research.

This special issue contains a clutch of four carefully chosen, rigorous papers with well-
defined and significant contributions to the area of SCR and digitalization. Zouari et al. (2021)
present a study entitled “Does digitalising the supply chain contribute to its resilience?” The
authors consider SCR a key concept for managers who wish to develop the capacity to
enhance the ability of their SCs using digital tools to achieve greater visibility, anticipation
and collaboration. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the link between SCR and SC
digitalisation. The results were analysed using an ordinary least squares regression model
based on a sample of 300 managers in the field of SCmanagement. The findings suggest that
SC digitalisation is characterised by the degree of digital maturity and the adoption of digital
SC tools. Both the degree of digital maturity and the adoption of digital tools have a positive
impact on SCR, but the degree of digital maturity matters more for the smaller companies.
Offering practical implications, the authors conclude that managers should reflect on the
need to continue digitalising their SCs and focus primarily on digital maturity degree, rather
than digital SC tool adoption, if they want greater SCR in the current uncertain environment.

The study by Nguyen et al. (2021) “Risk identification and modeling for blockchain-
enabled container shipping” analyses potential operational risks of blockchain-integrated
container shipping systems. Using literature review, the authors construct a directed acyclic
graph (DAG), and analyse the results based on network topological metrics. 28 potential risks
and 47 connections were identified in three groups of initiative, transitional and sequel. The
DAG analysis results reflect a relatively well-connected network of identified hazardous
events, suggesting the pervasiveness of information risks and various multiple-event risk
scenarios. The criticality of the connected systems’ security and information accuracy is also
indicated. The paper indicates the changes of container shipping operational risk in the
process of blockchain integration by using updated data.

Paul and Chowdhury (2021) develop in their paper “Production recovery plan in
manufacturing supply chains for a high-demand item during COVID-19” a quantitative
model for production recovery for a high-demand and essential item during the COVID-19
pandemic. They also analyse the properties of the recovery plan and optimize the recovery
plan to maximize the profit in the recovery window. The result shows that the developed
recovery model is capable of revising the production plan in the situations of both demand
and supply disruptions and improving the profit for the manufacturers. The authors discuss
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managerial implications, including the roles of digital technologies in the recovery process.
The model can support decision-makers of high-demand and essential items to make an
accurate and prompt decision in designing the revised production plan to recover under
pandemic-like conditions.

Doetzer and Pflaum (2021) analyse in their paper “The role of digitalized information-
sharing for flexibility capability utilization: Lessons from Germany and Japan” the role of
information sharing as an enabler to utilize flexibility capabilities before and after SC
disruptions. They aim to provide indications on how digitalized information sharing
enhances flexibility capability utilization. The findings suggest that the enhancement of
estimated transport time accuracy, based on digitalized information-sharing (DIS) and part-
matrixes, supports rapid supplier and transport mode adjustment. Second, the authors reveal
that while the effects of DIS in manufacturing are limited without pre-existing flexibility
capabilities, steady internal and external DIS utilizes existing manufacturing flexibility to
cope with disruptions beyond production. Third, it is suggested that track and trace
technologies enhance the value of shared data and allow flexibility in the form of demand-
oriented distribution, but companies unable to adopt technologies can still enhance flexibility
capabilities with DIS using the existing infrastructure.

In summary, this special issue presents insightful initial research to lay the groundwork
and stimulate further research efforts to build knowledge about the emergent phenomena of
SCR and digitalization.
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